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all other pieces of this mint should have been struck. The title Skahr i Mriazzam has been read on a few copper coins struck by Muzaffar III of Gujarat in the years 977 and 978> but does not occur on any. other Mughal coin.
Ahmadabad was one of Jahangir's principal silver mints^ and is noteworthy for its connexion with the famous zodiacal issues of this emperor. With the exception of a few very rare pieces from some half-dozen other mints, it may be said that Jahanglr's zodiacal mohars issued from Agra, and his zodiacal rupees from Ahmadabad. The latter usually bear the first five signs of the zodiac only—Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, and Leo—and nearly all belong to the year 1027, 13 R. Of the remaining seven signs, two only—Scorpio and Pisces—seem to be known in silver.
On the silver coins that issued from the Ahmadabad mint during the first nine months of Jahangir's reign, the emperor is called by his pre-accession name of Salim—see No. 921, The first five coins starting from the month Aban are dated C50*5 referring to the fiftieth year of Akbar's reign, while the other four are of the regnal year 2. Salimi copper coins are known. These coins and their dates are discussed in N.S. I, X, and XII.
They were followed by heavy rupees of the Kalima type, succeeded in 1017 by heavy coins containing the characteristic Ahmadabad couplet—No. 929. These were current for three years only, but the inscription was revived in the lighter series of coins struck from 1027 to 1083. The intervening period was occupied by coins well represented in this Collection. During the last four years of the reign, while the influence of Nur Jahan was predominant, the coinage was restricted to issues with the usual couplet* bearing her name. Coin No. 919 is a unique Ahmadabad mohar of Nur Jahan, The Museum has no copper coins after Akbar.
There is a rare Ahmadabad nisar of Jahanglr in this Collection. I do not know of the existence' of the other kinds of largesse money—khair qabul9 nur afshan—or of legal drachms from this mint.
Shah Jahan's first issues are of the Kalima type, that is to say, they exhibit the Kalima, the emperor's name and conventional titles, and the mint, with the Jviyrl and regnal years, but in. his second year Shah Jahan changed the regnal to the iWM year, and began to record the names of the Persian months. I have called this second type the Kalima-Ilahl type [see Note on Akbarnagar],
The ' square areas s type began in 1048, and continued till the end of the reign. At that time Murad Bakhsh was governor of Gujarat, and we find Ahmadabad issuing coins of both gold and silver in the
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